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Abstract—We consider a heterogeneous sensor network in which nodes are to be deployed over a unit area for the purpose of
surveillance. An aircraft visits the area periodically and gathers data about the activity in the area from the sensor nodes. There are two
types of nodes that are distributed over the area using two-dimensional homogeneous Poisson point processes; type 0 nodes with
intensity (average number per unit area) 0 and battery energy E0 ; and type 1 nodes with intensity 1 and battery energy E1 . Type 0
nodes do the sensing while type 1 nodes act as the cluster heads besides doing the sensing. Nodes use multihopping to communicate
with their closest cluster heads. We determine the optimum node intensities (0 , 1 ) and node energies (E0 , E1 ) that guarantee a
lifetime of at least T units, while ensuring connectivity and coverage of the surveillance area with a high probability. We minimize the
overall cost of the network under these constraints. Lifetime is defined as the number of successful data gathering trips (or cycles) that
are possible until connectivity and/or coverage are lost. Conditions for a sharp cutoff are also taken into account, i.e., we ensure that
almost all the nodes run out of energy at about the same time so that there is very little energy waste due to residual energy. We
compare the results for random deployment with those of a grid deployment in which nodes are placed deterministically along grid
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
points. We observe that in both cases 1 scales approximately as 0 . Our results can be directly extended to take into account
unreliable nodes.
Index Terms—Sensor networks, energy, lifetime, stochastic geometry, Voronoi cells.
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INTRODUCTION

networks are dense networks of low cost,
wireless nodes that sense certain phenomena in the
area of interest and report their observations to a central
base station for further analysis. Sensor networks have
been predicted to have a wide range of applications in
both civilian as well as military domains [2]. An important
application of sensor networks is surveillance of a battlefield or sensitive borders of countries. A simple way to
monitor such areas is to deploy sensors. Deployment
could either be deterministic, i.e., placing the nodes along
grid points (may not be practical in general), or the nodes
could be deployed randomly (e.g., from an aircraft). In
this paper, we study a scenario in which an aircraft
(possibly unmanned) or a LEO satellite passes over these
areas periodically and collects updates from the deployed
nodes. Thus, in the above scenario, the aircraft acts as the
(mobile) base station. We assume that the nodes are
organized as clusters and the cluster heads perform data
aggregation. Data aggregation is used because it reduces
the amount of data that is sent from the sensor nodes to
the base station and, thereby, improves energy efficiency
of the network [3], [4].
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We consider a heterogeneous network with two types of
nodes, type 0 nodes deployed with intensity 0 and battery
energy E0 , and type 1 nodes deployed with intensity 1 and
battery energy E1 . Type 0 nodes do the basic sensing as well
as the relaying of packets since multihop communication is
used within each cluster. Type 1 nodes are the cluster
heads. They do data fusion within each cluster and directly
transmit the aggregated data to the aircraft. Type 1 nodes
also participate in sensing. Since type 0 nodes communicate
over short range, their hardware requirements are simple.
On the other hand, type 1 nodes perform long range
transmissions to the aircraft, perform data aggregation, and
coordinate MAC and routing within the clusters. Hence, the
type 1 nodes have more complex hardware than the type 0
nodes. We first assume that all the nodes are reliable. We
show later that our analysis can be easily extended to the
case of unreliable nodes.
Each visit of the aircraft triggers a sensing and data
gathering cycle on the ground during which every node
sends a packet to its cluster head. This model of periodic
monitoring is different from an event detection sensor
network where nodes send data only when an event occurs.
The total battery energy of each node is finite and, so, there
is a limit on the number of successful data gathering trips
that the aircraft can make. Our objective is to determine the
optimum node deployment parameters that will ensure a
certain minimum number of successful data gathering
cycles before the sensor system becomes unusable, i.e.,
connectivity and/or coverage can no longer be ensured.
Each type of node has a cost function associated with it that
takes into account its hardware and battery cost. We
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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formulate an optimization problem with the above mentioned constraints and find a solution that minimizes the
overall cost of the network. We dimension the network (in
terms of cluster head intensity and battery energies of the
nodes) so that both types of nodes expire at about the same
time in order to reduce waste of residual energy. We study
two deployment scenarios; namely, grid and random
deployment and obtain results for 0 , E0 , 1 , and E1 for
both scenarios. We observe that, in both scenarios,pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 , i.e.,
the cluster head intensity scales approximately as 0 .
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
discuss some of the related work. In Section 3, we first
discuss the models that we use for communication,
connectivity and coverage, lifetime, etc., and then formulate
the design problem. In Section 4, we provide an exact
solution to the problem and then obtain an approximate
solution for some typical radio parameter settings. Section 5
contains some numerical results that validate the approximations that we make in our analysis and give insights on
the nature of solutions that we get. We conclude in Section 6.
The proofs of some of the results that we use in Sections 3
and 4 are provided in Appendices A and B.

2

RELATED WORK

In [12], Heinzelman et al. consider a homogeneous clustered
network in which each cluster head collects data from its
one hop neighbors, aggregates the gathered data, and
transmits it directly to the remote base station. The cluster
heads are periodically rotated for efficient load balancing.
All the nodes in the network are identical, and there is no
multihop communication. In this scenario, the authors
provide results supporting their idea that, even though
the cluster heads have the highest energy drainage rate,
periodic rotation ensures good load balancing and, hence, a
higher lifetime. It has also been shown in [12] that, in order
to minimize the total energy spent in the network, the
required number of cluster heads has to scale as the square
root of the total number of sensor nodes; a result similar to
what we obtain.
The scenario that we study consists of a multihop
network with heterogeneous nodes. In [12], cluster head
rotation requires that all the nodes be capable of performing
data aggregation as well as long range transmissions to the
remote base station. This results in extra hardware complexity in all the nodes. In contrast, in our approach, the above
complexity is embedded in only a few nodes (type 1 nodes).
As a result, the vast majority of the nodes (type 0 nodes)
have less complex hardware. Also, in our system, since the
cluster heads are predetermined and fixed, there is no need
for a cluster head election protocol.
In [11], Bandyopadhyay and Coyle consider a homogeneous sensor network in which nodes are uniformly
deployed using a two-dimensional Poisson point process
over a unit area. Cluster heads are chosen from among these
nodes randomly with a probability p. The nodes send their
data to their closest cluster head node. This leads to the
formation of Voronoi cells wherein the cluster heads are the
nuclei of the cells. The nodes use multihopping to
communicate with the cluster heads, and the cluster heads
use multihopping to communicate with the base station.
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The authors find an expression for the expected value of the
total energy that is spent in the network during each data
gathering cycle. The authors minimize this total energy to
determine an optimum value of p.
In [7], Bhardwaj et al. provide loose bounds on the
lifetime of a sensor network. In [20], the authors provide
upper bounds on the lifetime of a sensor network by taking
into account all the possible collaborative data gathering
strategies over all the possible network routes. However,
Bhardwaj and Chandrakasan [20] do not provide any
practical ways to achieve these bounds. In [10], Kalpakis
et al. provide bounds on the lifetime of a sensor network by
assuming a communication model in which any node can
communicate with any other node, as well as with the base
station; clearly, a limited model. In [8], Chiasserini et al.
determine an optimum strategy to allocate sensor nodes to
different clusters so as to improve the system lifetime. In
[22], Meguerdichian et al. study the coverage problem in a
wireless sensor network by using Voronoi diagram tools.
The authors propose an algorithm to determine a maximal
breach path for a given sensor network topology. In [19],
Zussman and Segall study energy-efficient routing in
emergency sensor networks by using the principles of
network flows. In [21], Cerpa and Estrin propose using
redundant nodes to improve the connectivity of the network. Nodes use a distributed protocol to determine if they
need to stay awake to improve the network connectivity. In
[18], Gupta and Younis study a heterogeneous sensor
network (with two types of nodes) and study the impact
on clustering of node failure at the higher level of the node
hierarchy.
In our approach, we observe that, in a sensor network,
energy drainage is not uniform over the entire network. The
cluster heads have the highest energy burden due to the
long-range transmissions to the base station. Also, the nodes
close to the cluster heads have a high energy burden due to
relaying of packets. Hence, these nodes are likely to expire
before other nodes. To determine a bound on the lifetime of
the network, these observations have to be taken into
account. Besides, it is also important to ensure a sharp cutoff
effect, i.e., to ensure that almost all the nodes expire at about
the same time when the network becomes unusable. This
guarantees that there is very little residual energy left
behind. The above related papers mainly focus on homogeneous networks and do not take all the above factors into
account. We also note that in a heterogeneous network the
right objective function to minimize is not the overall battery
energy, but the overall network cost. This cost takes into
account the cost of the battery as well as the node hardware.
We also take into account the conditions for connectivity
and coverage of the area by extending the results in [13]. In
our approach, we model all the above factors as constraints
of an optimization problem. Our results can be directly
extended to the case of unreliable nodes.

3

PROBLEM FORMULATION

AND

MODELS USED

A circular disk of unit area is to be covered with sensor
nodes. If the region to be covered has an areapA,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ all the
distances are normalized by dividing them by A. There
are two types of nodes; nodes of energy level E0 deployed
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with intensity 0 and nodes of energy level E1 deployed
with intensity 1 . A surveillance aircraft flying at an altitude
of H sweeps the area periodically and triggers a data
sensing cycle during which all the type 0 nodes in each
cluster send their data to the closest type 1 node using
multihop communication. The type 1 nodes aggregate the
received data and then send it to the aircraft using a direct
transmission. Thus, the aircraft serves as the remote base
station. In this paper, we assume that the base station
receives updates from every cluster. However, if the base
station is interested in receiving updates from only a few
clusters (extra sensitive regions), then our analysis can be
modified as follows: Deploy more nodes over the regions of
frequent updates and take these nodes into account in the
overall network cost. The redundant nodes stay inactive
while the battery energy of other nodes lasts and join the
cluster when other nodes start to expire. A similar problem
in which redundant nodes are used to improve network
connectivity is studied in [21]. Thus, it is easy to modify our
approach when frequent updates are desired from certain
clusters. For the sake of simplicity, in the rest of this paper,
we assume that all the clusters send information to the base
station during every data gathering cycle.
There are two ways to deploy the nodes. In the first
scenario (which is more realistic), nodes are thrown from an
aircraft and this can be modeled using a two-dimensional
homogeneous Poisson point process for each type of nodes.
In the second scenario, nodes are deterministically placed
along grid points. In the case of random deployment, 0 and
1 are the intensities of the corresponding (independent)
Poisson point processes. In the case of random deployment,
clustering leads to the formation of Voronoi cells with type
1 nodes being the nuclei of these cells. In the case of a grid,
0 and 1 are simply the number of type 0 and type 1 nodes
that are used. The topology will consist of 1 equispaced
type 1 nodes and 0 equispaced type 0 nodes placed along
the grid points.
We now describe the various models that we use in our
analysis, and we then formulate the design problem.

3.1 Cost Model
Let C0 and C1 be the cost per node for each type of node.
Then, a simple model for a cost function is,
Ci ¼ i þ Ei ;
where i and  are some constants that depend on the
manufacturing process. The constant i is the cost of the
hardware of a type i node (excluding the battery cost),
while  is the proportionality constant for the battery cost.
The overall cost of the network as a function of the vector
½; E ¼ ½0 ; 1 ; E0 ; E1  is
Cð; EÞ ¼ 0 0 þ 1 1 þ ð0 E 0 þ 1 E 1 Þ:

ð1Þ

3.2 Connectivity and Coverage Model
For the sensor network to provide sensing coverage of the
region and for the nodes to successfully use multihop
communication, it is necessary to ensure that the conditions
for node connectivity and area coverage be met. Results for
connectivity and coverage of an area when unreliable nodes
are placed along grid points have been obtained in [13].
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Using a similar approach, we can study the case in which
nodes are deployed over a unit area with a two-dimensional
homogeneous Poisson point process. We assume that the
sensing radius of each node is r. In reality, the model for
node sensing coverage is highly application dependent. For
example, there are scenarios in which the sensor nodes can
only sense in a certain direction as in the case of certain
acoustic sensors. However, we restrict ourselves to omnidirectional sensing in order to keep the model generic. For
simplicity, we assume that r is also the critical distance
between any two nodes for successful transmission. This
distance r depends on the allowable signal to noise ratio for
successful packet reception, modulation scheme, propagation loss exponent, etc. If the communication and sensing
radii are different, we can use a similar approach to
determine conditions for connectivity and coverage with
some modifications (see [13]).
Let  be the intensity of the Poisson process and p be the
reliability probability of each node. The probability of
connectedness of nodes and coverage of area is given as
follows (see Appendix A).
P ðnetwork is connected and region is coveredÞ
 2
2 2
1
1
e pr 
r

ð2Þ

8;  > 0 such that  þ 2 ¼ 1:
The result in (2) is similar in form to the result that the
authors obtained in [13]. In [13], node placement is
deterministic but randomness is induced due to node
failure, while, in our scenario, randomness is due to the
deployment process. Note that the result stated above is
valid for r << 1, i.e.,  >> 1. So, all the results are
applicable only when the dimensions of the area are much
larger than r. In practical applications where an area is to be
covered by sensors, r << 1 indeed holds. This is because we
are interested in deploying a large number of nodes, each
having a coverage area that is much smaller than the total
area of the region.
For simplicity, we assume that all the nodes are reliable,
i.e., p ¼ 1. The case of unreliable nodes is not fundamentally
different since the functional form of the above relation is
not affected. With unreliable nodes, we simply have to
replace  by p (the resultant thinned process is also a
Poisson process). In our scenario, there are two types of
nodes with intensity 0 and 1 and both deployment
processes are independent homogeneous Poisson point
processes. Assuming that both types of nodes do the
sensing and have the same sensing radius r,
P ðnetwork is connected and region is coveredÞ
 2
2 2
1
1
e pr ð0 þ1 Þ :
r

ð3Þ

8;  > 0 such that  þ 2 ¼ 1. In a network dimensioning
problem, the designers provide a parameter  such that the
probability of connectivity and coverage be at least 1  .
Therefore, we require
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Fig. 1. A typical Voronoi cell.

!
1
1
:
0 þ 1   2 2  log
 pr
ðrÞ2

ð4Þ

8;  > 0 such that  þ 2 ¼ 1. We assume that r2 < 1.
Otherwise, (4) holds trivially for any positive value of
0 þ 1 . This scenario corresponds to the case when  is
large which is not of much interest to us. When r2 < 1, the
right-hand side of (4) can be minimized as a function of 
under the constraint of  þ 2 ¼ 1. This is because the righthand side can be rewritten as a function of  only (by
eliminating )
!
1
1
:
ð5Þ
uðÞ ¼  2 2  log
 pr
ðð1  2ÞrÞ2
Note that uðÞ approaches 1 as  approaches 0 as well as
1=2. Hence, there is a point in between where uðÞ is
minimized since uð:Þ is continuous and lower bounded by 0.
In fact, we can show that there is a unique point where the
function takes this minimum value. The proof is technical
and, therefore, has been omitted. If 0 is the point where this
minimum is attained (and correspondingly 0 þ 20 ¼ 1),
then ensuring 0 þ 1  uð0 Þ is sufficient for (4) to be true.
Note that this 0 depends only on , p, and r which are
constants.
Hence, the constraint in (4) reduces to a constraint of the
form
0 þ 1  uð0 Þ ¼ a;

ð6Þ

where a is completely determined by , p, and r.
Note that, in the grid case, the required number of nodes
is exactly 0 þ 1 (all the nodes are assumed to be reliable).
Hence, the connectivity-coverage requirement for a unit
area takes the simple form:
0 þ 1 ¼ 1=r2 :

ð7Þ

3.3 Lifetime Constraint Model
We call those type 0 nodes which are within a distance r
from a cluster head as the critical nodes. Since the
transmission radius of each type 0 node is r, we observe
that every transmission of a type 0 node to its cluster head
has to go through one of these critical nodes. This is because
the critical nodes are the last hop nodes for all the paths (see
Fig. 1). Hence, among all the type 0 nodes in a cluster, the
critical nodes have the highest burden of relaying data. As a
result, these nodes are likely to exhaust their battery energy
before other type 0 nodes. When critical nodes in a cluster

7

expire, connectivity is lost. We also observe that a cluster
head has a high energy burden due to the long range
transmissions to communicate with the aircraft, as well as
due to the computations that it has to perform during data
aggregation. Hence, the energy drainage rates of the critical
nodes and the cluster heads determine the lifetime of the
system. In light of these facts, it is natural to define the
lifetime of the system to be the number of cycles until which
all the cluster heads as well as all the critical nodes are
active. In order to have a sharp cutoff effect, we also require
that almost all the nodes in the network expire at about the
same time. This ensures that very little residual energy
(waste) is left behind when the system becomes unusable,
i.e., when coverage and/or connectivity are lost. We cannot
ensure a sharp cutoff for all the nodes in the network due to
the inherent nonuniform nature of energy drainage in a
cluster. For example, the type 0 nodes that are near the
periphery of a cluster have very little relaying to do and, so,
whenever the critical nodes or the cluster heads expire, the
residual energy in the peripheral nodes is wasted. However, this is inevitable. The best we can do is to ensure that
the two types of nodes which determine the lifetime of the
system, i.e., the cluster heads and the critical nodes, expire
at about the same time.
Let P0 be the average energy spent by a typical critical
node during each cycle, and let P1 be the average energy
spent by a typical cluster head during each cycle. Then,
E0 =P0 (respectively, E1 =P1 ) is the average number of cycles
that the critical nodes (respectively, the cluster heads) can
sustain. For a sharp cutoff effect, we require:
E1 E0
¼
:
P1 P0
To ensure a lifetime of at least T cycles, we require
E1 E0
¼
 T:
P1 P0

ð8Þ

3.4 Energy Model
Let P0 be the amount of energy spent by a critical node
during one cycle. This consists of energy spent on relaying
packets of other nodes that are in the same cell (P0r ), and
transmitting one’s own data (E0t per packet). We assume
that type 0 nodes do not perform data fusion. We also
assume that during each data gathering cycle a type 0 node
sends one packet of its own to its cluster head. Let P1 denote
the amount of energy spent by a type 1 node during a single
data gathering cycle. This consists of energy spent on
receiving data from other nodes in the cell (E0r per packet),
processing and compressing the received data (Ef per
packet), and transmitting the compressed data to the
aircraft (E1t per packet). We assume the radio model used
in [12] wherein the energy required to transmit a packet
over distance x is l þ xk . l is the constant per packet energy
spent in the transmitter electronics circuitry while xk is the
energy spent in the RF amplifier to counter the propagation
loss. The energy required to receive a packet is just l. Hence,
E1t ¼ l þ H k ; E0t ¼ l þ rk ; E0r ¼ l:
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We also assume that the cluster heads coordinate MAC
and routing in their respective clusters so that no energy
is wasted on packet collisions or idle listening (ideal
MAC assumption). A cluster head performs fusion of the
data packets that it receives from all the sensors in its
cluster, and transmits a single packet to the aircraft
during each cycle.
P0 ¼
P1 ¼

þ P0r ;
E½Nv ðE0r

minimize 0 0 þ 1 1 þ ð0 E 0 þ 1 E 1 Þ
subject to 0 þ 1  a
E0
E1
P1 ¼ P0  T :
For a grid deployment, the problem formulation is along
similar lines with (7) as the connectivity-coverage constraint. Note that P0 and P1 are functions of 0 and 1 and
are yet to be determined.
THE

cell C0 . Let E½Nv  be the expected number of type 0 nodes in
cell C0 .
X

X

¼ E½E½
¼

1fxi 2C0 g j ð1 Þ

xi 20

Z

2

Z

0

1

2

e1 x 0 xdxd:

0

The event that a type 0 point located at ðx; Þ belongs to
the Voronoi cell C0 is equivalent to the event that there is a
point of type 0 in a small area xdxd located at ðx; Þ, and
there is no other point of type 1 in a circle of radius x
around that type 0 point. The latter condition ensures that
this type 0 node belongs to the Voronoi cell C0 . From this,
we get
E½Nv  ¼

0
:
1

ð12Þ

This is a well-known result. Using a similar argument, we
can find the expected number of type 0 nodes located
within a distance of r from a type 1 node as follows:
X
1fxi 2C0 ;jxi j<rg 
E½Nv ðrÞ ¼ E½
xi 20

¼ E½E½

TWO DEPLOYMENT

4.1 Random Deployment
We begin the solution by first determining an expression for
P0r , i.e., the energy spent by a critical type 0 node to relay
packets. For that, we need some results from stochastic
geometry [14].
When the deployment is random, each cluster is a
Voronoi cell because sensor nodes choose the closest type 1
node as their cluster head. We first find the expected
number of critical nodes in a typical Voronoi cell. This
number is simply the expected number of type 0 nodes in a
circle of radius r around a type 1 node. We then find the
expected number of type 0 nodes in that Voronoi cell that lie
outside this circle of radius r. From this, we can find the
average relaying load on a critical node.
We use the approach used in [14] to determine the
expected number of type 0 nodes in a cluster, as well as the
expected number of critical type 0 nodes. Let ð1 Þ denote
the sigma algebra generated by the point process corresponding to the type 1 nodes. Since type 0 nodes as well as
type 1 nodes are deployed using a homogeneous Poisson
point process, we can shift the origin to one of the type 1
points and use Campbell’s theorem and Slivnyak’s theorem
[16] to compute the expected number of type 0 nodes in a
typical Voronoi cell. Let C0 denote the Voronoi cell of a

1fxi 2C0 g 

xi 20

ð11Þ

3.5 Problem Statement
We would like to determine x ¼ ½0 ; 1 ; E0 ; E1 , the parameters of the minimum cost network so that a lifetime of at
least T cycles is guaranteed while ensuring connectivity and
coverage with a probability of at least 1  . Hence, we have
the following optimization problem for the random
deployment scenario:

SOLUTIONS FOR
SCENARIOS

denote the set of all the type 0 points. Then, 1fxi 2C0 g is the
indicator function which is one when a type 0 node i lies in

ð10Þ
þ Ef Þ þ E1t ;
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typical type 1 node located at the origin, and fxi 2 0 g

E½Nv  ¼ E½

E0t

where Ef is the processing energy spent on data fusion. We
denote by E½Nv  the expected number of type 0 nodes in a
typical cluster. Note that the type 0 nodes use multihopping
to communicate with the cluster head, but the cluster head
still has to receive as many as E½Nv  packets during each
cycle since no aggregation is performed at the type 0 nodes.

4
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¼

X

1fxi 2C0 ;jxi j<rg j ð1 Þ

xi 20

Z

2

Z

0

r

2

e1 x 0 xdxd;

0

which gives
E½Nv ðrÞ ¼

0
2
ð1  e1 r Þ:
1

ð13Þ

These E½Nv ðrÞ number of critical nodes relay the data of the
E½Nv   E½Nv ðrÞ type 0 nodes that are located outside the
circle of radius r in the same Voronoi cell (see Fig. 1). Hence,
the average relaying load on a typical critical node (P0r ) is


E½Nv   E½Nv ðrÞ
P0r ¼ ðE0r þ E0t Þ
E½Nv ðrÞ
!
1 r2
e
r
t
:
¼ ðE0 þ E0 Þ
1  e1 r2
Substituting the above in (10) and the value of E½Nv  from
(12) in (11), we have the following:
2

P0 ¼

E0t

þ

ðE0r

¼ c0 þ c1

þ

E0t Þ

e1 r
1  e1 r2
!
2

e1 r
:
1  e1 r2
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0
r
P1 ¼ ðE0 þ Ef Þ
þ E1t
1
 
0
:
¼ c2 þ c3
1

ð15Þ

E1 P0  E0 P1 ¼ 0;
which gives
2

c1 E1

!
þ c0 E1  c2 E0
 
0
 c3 E0
¼ hð
xÞ ¼ 0;
1

ð16Þ

where, x ¼ ½0 ; E 0 ; 1 ; E 1 . We can further rewrite the
coverage constraint from (6) as follows:
a  ð0 þ 1 Þ ¼ g1 ð
xÞ  0:

ð17Þ

Using the inequality constraint of (8),
E 1  T P1
with (15) gives:
c2 T þ c3 T

 
0
 E1 ¼ g2 ð
xÞ  0:
1

ð18Þ

Also, from (1), we have:
xÞ
Cð0 ; E 0 ; 1 ; E 1 Þ ¼ fð
¼ 0 0 þ 1 1 þ ð0 E 0 þ 1 E 1 Þ:

ð19Þ

We now have all the constraint equations in (16) to (18) and
the cost function in (19) to formulate our optimization
problem as follows:
minimize
subject to

fð
xÞ
hð
xÞ ¼ 0
g1 ð
xÞ  0
xÞ  0:
g2 ð

This is a standard optimization problem with equality and
inequality constraints and can be solved using the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) theorem [17]. An exact solution can be
obtained by numerically solving the following equation for
1 (see Appendix B).
c2  c0  c3 ð1  0 Þ
þ
T c1
c1



2
e1 r
ða  1 Þr2
:
¼
1
þ
2
2
ð1  e1 r Þ
ð1  e1 r Þ

ð21Þ

where c is given by,

We have introduced the constants c0 , c1 , c2 , and c3 for ease
of notation. Combining the above equations with the
equality constraint of (8), we have the following:

e1 r
1  e1 r2

1
s
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 
2
2
2
1
0 r
0 r
1 ¼
 1A;
log @1 þ
þ
1þ
r2
c
c

9

0

ð20Þ

In order to obtain a closed form expression for 1 , we note
that in general H >> r and 0 >> 1 since we expect the
number of type 0 nodes in each cluster (0 =1 ) to be much
larger than one. With these approximations, we obtain the
following closed form expression for the required cluster
head intensity (see Appendix B),

c¼

c2  c0  c3 ð1  0 Þ
þ
:
T c1
c1

ð22Þ

We can make further simplifications to (21) for typical
transceiver radio parameters. It has been noted in [7] and
[12] that, for very short range communication (up to 10m), l
is often comparable to rk . For such cases, it is not possible
to simplify the expression in (21) any further. However,
when rk >> l, we can further simplify the above expression (see (58) in Appendix B),
k2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 2 0
1 ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

:

k þ ð1 0 Þ
H
T 
4
When the propagation loss index k equals 2 (line of sight
communication), we obtain the following simple relationship,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
1 ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð23Þ

:

2 þ ð1 0 Þ
H
4
T 
Since H, 0 , 1 , , , and T are all constants, we obtain that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 scales approximately as 0 . An exact solution for 1 can
be obtained by numerically solving (20) (see Appendix B).
In [12], the authors find the optimum number of cluster
heads (kopt ) required when N sensor nodes are uniformly
distributed over a unit area and nodes use single hop
communication to reach the cluster heads. Cluster heads are
rotated randomly and periodically for efficient load
balancing. For this scenario, minimizing the total energy
spent in the network gives:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N 1 1
:
kopt ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 2 H 2
The authors assume a propagation loss model of 1 x2 for
communication between a node and its cluster head, and
2 x4 for communication between the cluster heads and the
base station. To modify this argument to fit our scenario, the
latter model needs to be replaced by 1 x2 . This is because
the communication between the cluster heads and the base
station (in our case, the aircraft) is line of sight and not
multipath. With this modification to their analysis, the
above equation takes the following form.
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N 1
ð24Þ
kopt ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
2 H
If we interpret kopt as 1 and N as 0 , then from (23) and
(24), we can clearly see that 1 has a similar form as a
function of 0 in both cases. However, since typically
1 >> 0 (hardware complexity of ordinary sensor nodes
is much less than the hardware complexity of the cluster
heads), the cluster head intensity 1 that we obtain will
be smaller than kopt .
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In summary, so far we have (20) which can be solved
numerically to obtain 1 . We also have an approximate
solution for 1 in (23). An approximate solution for 0 is a,
and is given by (25) (see Appendix B), while the exact
solution can be determined as a  1 . Once 0 and 1 have
been determined, we can determine E1 using (26) and E0
using (27) (see Appendix B), and the problem is completely
solved. Note that, due to our model of lifetime (number of
data gathering cycles), both E0 and E1 are proportional to T .
!
1
1
;
ð25Þ
a ¼  2 2  log
0 pr
ð0 rÞ2
E1 ¼ c2 T þ c3 T

0
;
1

  r2 1
0
c0 þ c1 e 1 1 r2
1e
  A:
E0 ¼ E1 @
c2 þ c3 01

ð26Þ

ð27Þ

4.2 Grid Deployment
Now, we consider a simple grid of nodes in which nodes
are placed along grid points with distance r between them.
If all the nodes are reliable, this grid will trivially provide
connectivity as well as coverage. We would like to compare
the results that we get for the random node deployment
scenario with those for the grid deployment scenario. We
use the same notation as in the previous subsection, but 0
and 1 are to be interpreted, respectively, as the number of
type 0 nodes and the number of type 1 nodes placed along
the grid.
The cost function is the same as before. However, the
connectivity and coverage condition takes the following
form:
1
;
r2

NO. 1, JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2005

four single hop neighbors for each cluster head which share
the burden of last hop communication, i.e., there are exactly
four critical nodes. Hence,
ð0 =1  4Þ
P0r ¼ ðE0r þ E0t Þ
 0
 4
a
5
¼ c1
 :
41 4
We can again prove that the original problem in the
KKT theorem with inequality constraints reduces to a
simple minimization problem with equality constraints as
in the random deployment case. The proof is along similar
lines as before and is therefore skipped. We finally obtain:
fð1 Þ ¼a0 ð0 þ T ðc0 þ c3 ÞÞ
þ ðT ðc2  c0  c3 Þ þ ð1  0 ÞÞ1
 0

a
5
0
þ T c1 ða  1 Þ
 :
41 4

ð29Þ

For local minimum,

So far, we have assumed that it is possible to equip type
0 nodes with battery energy E0 and type 1 nodes with
battery energy E1 . However, after determining E0 and E1 , it
might not be possible to provide those battery energies to
the nodes due to physical and/or manufacturing limitations. In such cases, it is possible to use redundant nodes as
proposed in [21] so as to make up for the battery energy
shortage. However, for the sake of simplicity, we assume in
this paper that it is possible to equip nodes with as much
battery energy as required for T data gathering cycles.
Analysis with redundant nodes is along similar lines.
Since the intensity
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃof the cluster heads, i.e., 1 varies
approximately as 0 , for large 0 we have 0 >> 1 .
Hence, it does not matter whether the cluster heads do the
sensing in addition to fusion since their intensity is very
small as compared to 0 . Consequently, the cluster heads
could serve purely as fusion centers.

a0 ¼ ð0 þ 1 Þ ¼

VOL. 4,

ð28Þ

where a0 is the total number of nodes required and is
analogous to a from (46).
The only expression that is different from the random
network is P0r which we need to compute. P0r can be
evaluated easily by noting that, in a grid, there can be only

d
a0
ðfð1 ÞÞ ¼ 0 ) 1 ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
d1
4c þ 5

ð30Þ

Note that, even in this case, c is given by (22). As the energy
spent in countering the propagation loss to communicate
with the aircraft (H k ) is much larger than the other energy
terms (rk , l, Ef ), c2 dominates over other ci (see (14) and
(15)). Hence, we obtain that c >> 1 and (30) takes the form,
a0
1  pﬃﬃﬃ :
2 c
We assume 0 >> 1 and rk >> l, as we did in obtaining
(23). Further, if we assume a propagation constant of k ¼ 2,
then substituting for c from (22), and after some simplifications we obtain,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
0
1 ¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð31Þ

ﬃ :
1 0 Þ
2 H 2 þ ðT

A comparison of (23) and (31) reveals a striking similarity in
the overall form of 1 for both random deployment as well
as grid deployment. In both cases, 1 scales as the square
root of 0 , although one model has random deployment
while the other has deterministic deployment. Note that 0
(and, hence, 1 ) is much larger in case of a random network
(46) as compared to 0 for a grid (28). This is due to the
randomness involved in deployment. However, a reliable
grid is a highly idealized scenario. Usually, nodes are
unreliable and from the results of Shakkottai et al. in [13], it
is clear that if the nodes are unreliable with a certain
probability (1  p), then even for a grid deployment the
number of nodes n required for coverage and connectivity
is such that r2 scales as logn n . If the nodes are unreliable and
we use the random deployment model, all our results are
still valid with minor modifications because even in this
case, the coverage-connectivity constraint retains the same
log = form (lemma in Appendix A). This indicates that
whenever there is randomness (either due to node failure or
due to deployment, or both, we get the log = form for
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Fig. 2. Approximate and exact solutions for 1 in random deployment
overlap.

coverage-connectivity constraint). Hence, our work can be
easily generalized to the case of unreliable nodes.

5

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we provide justifications for the approximations that we made in obtaining (23) by using some typical
transceiver radio parameters. Consider an area of A ¼
10km  10km to be covered by sensor nodes. If the total area
A is normalized to 1, all the distances should
be divided by
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a corresponding normalizing factor A. Hence, for the
above settings, all the distances should be divided by 10km.
The sensing radius r of the nodes is varied from 10m to
100m (normalized r from 0.001 to 0.01) and the distance of
the nodes from the aircraft H is varied from 1km to 10km
(normalized H varying from 0.1 to 1). These are typical
values for practical surveillance networks. For simplicity,
we assume 1 ¼ 0 , k ¼ 2, and Ef ¼ l ¼ 0. Note that, if
1 > 0 , our main approximation c >> 1 for c given by (54)
works even better. We solve (20) numerically to find an
exact solution and compare the result with the solution
obtained through approximations in (23). From Fig. 2, it is
clear that the approximation works quite well for the
settings of practical interest since the curves corresponding
to the exact and the approximate solutions overlap. Note
that 0 is determined by the connectivity-coverage constraint and, hence, does not depend on H. As H decreases,
the communication between the cluster heads and the
aircraft becomes less expensive. Hence, it is worthwhile
having more type 1 nodes since that leads to a reduction in
the average cluster size which in turn lowers the relaying
burden on the critical nodes. Hence, we see from Fig. 2 that,
for smaller values of H, 1 is higher. Also, from Fig. 3, it can
be seen that, for the above settings, 0 >> 1 which
validates our earlier approximations.

6

CONCLUSIONS

We consider two types of hierarchical sensor networks: one
that uses random uniform deployment and the other that
uses grid deployment. Our approach involves using two
types of nodes: type 0 nodes which do the sensing and

11

Fig. 3. 0 =1 computed from the exact solution.

relaying on the ground, and type 1 nodes (cluster heads)
which do data aggregation and communication with the
aircraft. Type 0 nodes have energy level E0 and are
deployed with intensity 0 , while type 1 nodes have energy
level E1 and are deployed with intensity 1 . We provide
results that guarantee a minimum lifetime (i.e., at least T
successful data gathering trips) of the sensor network. We
also ensure conditions for connectivity and coverage of the
area during the lifetime of the network. We take into
account constraints for a sharp cutoff effect so that when the
network becomes unusable due to the loss of connectivity
and/or coverage, very little residual energy is left behind in
the nodes. For this, we note that the cluster heads as well as
the nodes within one hop of the cluster heads, i.e., the
critical nodes have the maximum relaying burden and,
therefore, these nodes are likely to run out of battery before
other nodes. We minimize the overall network cost while
satisfying the above constraints. We compare the results for
the random deployment with those of the grid deployment.
We observe that in both deployment
scenarios, the required
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cluster head intensity 1 scales as 0 . Our analysis can be
easily extended to scenarios in which unreliable nodes are
deployed randomly or along grid points.

APPENDIX A
Lemma: Connectivity and coverage for Poisson deployment. If unreliable nodes are distributed in a plane with a
homogeneous two dimensional Poisson point process with
intensity , then the probability of connectivity and coverage is
P ðnetwork is connected and region is coveredÞ

2
2 2
1
1
epðÞ r ðÞ
rðÞ
8;  > 0 such that  þ 2 ¼ 1;
where rðÞ is the communication (or the sensing) radius of the
nodes and pðÞ is the probability of a reliable node.
Proof. We use a similar bin-packing argument as used in
[13]. In [13], the authors cover a square of unit area with
circles of radii rðÞ which are shifted by rðÞ where
 þ 2 ¼ 1. Then, a sufficient condition for connectivity
and coverage is that there should be at least one active
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node in each circle. Using the same notation as used in
[13], let:

2

Ps ðÞ ¼ Pr

Ai

¼ 1  Pr

i

1

X

 
Pr Ai ¼ 1 

i

[


7
þ c3E020 7
7
1
7:
c3  0
7
c2  1
5
1 r2
c0 þ c1 e 1 r2

6
5 hð
xÞ ¼ 6
6
4

!

2 2

ð1e1 r Þ

2

1
rðÞ

From (18):
2

3
1
6 1 7
7
5 g1 ð
xÞ ¼ 6
4 0 5:
0

 
Pr A1 :

The probability of A1 , i.e., the probability that there are
no active nodes in a circle of area x ¼ 2 r2 ðÞ is the

2

fail. Assuming that nodes fail independently of each
xÞ ¼
5 g2 ð

other,
1
X
ðxÞk
k¼0

k!

ex ð1  pðÞÞk
2 2

¼ epðÞx ¼ epðÞ r

ðÞ

:

Hence,


2
2 2
1
epðÞ r ðÞ ;
Ps ðÞ  1 
rðÞ

 þ 2 ¼ 1;

which is similar in form to the expression that the
authors in [13] get in terms of n, when n nodes are
deployed along grid points,

2
2
2
1
Ps ðnÞ  1 
enpðnÞ rðnÞ ;  þ 2 ¼ 1:
rðnÞ
It can also be shown that even the asymptotic results
for coverage and connectivity follow exactly along the
same lines as [13].
u
t

minimize
subjectto

fð
xÞ
hð
xÞ ¼ 0
g1 ð
xÞ  0
xÞ  0:
g2 ð

We find the solution to the above problem by solving:
xÞ þ 1 5g1 ð
xÞ þ 2 5g2 ð
xÞ ¼ 0; ð32Þ
5 fð
xÞ þ 0 5hð
xÞ þ 2 g2 ð
xÞ ¼ 0;
ð33Þ
with 1  0; 2  0; 1 g1 ð
where 0 , 1 , and 2 are the constants of the KKT theorem.
From (19):
2
3
0 þ E0
6 1 þ E1 7
7
5 fð
xÞ ¼ 6
ð34Þ
4 0 5:
1

7
7:
5

0
1

ð37Þ

Substituting (34) to (37) in (32) we have the following four
equations:


c3 E0
0 ¼ð0 þ E0 Þ þ 0
þ 1 ð1Þ
1


ð38Þ
c3 T
;
þ 2
1

0 ¼ð1 þ E1 Þ þ 0

þ 1 ð1Þ þ 2

c1 E1 r2 e1 r

2

2

ð1  e1 r2 Þ

c3 T 0
;

1 2

c3 E0 0
þ
1 2

!



c3 0
0 ¼ ð0 Þ þ 0 c2 
þ 1 ð0Þ þ 2 ð0Þ;
1

0 ¼ ð1 Þ þ 0

In this section, we solve the following minimization
problem where the corresponding functions are given by
(16) to (19).

3

c3 T
1
6  c3 T  0
6
1 2
4

2

APPENDIX B

ð36Þ

From (17):

probability that k nodes fall in the area and all k of them

PrðA1 Þ ¼

ð35Þ

1e

Ai

i

3

c3 E0
1
6 c1 E1 r2 e1 r2
6

Ai ¼ fat least one active node in circle ig;
!
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From (16),

Ps ðÞ ¼ Prfat least one active node in each circleg

\

VOL. 4,

e1 r
c0 þ c1
1  e1 r2

ð39Þ

ð40Þ

!
þ 1 ð0Þ þ 2 ð1Þ: ð41Þ

Assuming that a feasible solution exists, i.e., 0 , 1 , E0 ,
E1 > 0, from (40), we get
0 ¼

0 1
> 0:
c2 1 þ c3 0

ð42Þ

Hence, from (41), we get
2

2 ¼ ð1 Þ þ 0

e1 r
c0 þ c1
1  e1 r2

!
> 0:

ð43Þ

But, from the KKT theorem, this implies that the corresponding inequality (18) becomes an equality, i.e.,
 
0
 E1 ¼ g2 ð
c2 T þ c3 T
xÞ ¼ 0:
ð44Þ
1
Using the value of 0 from (42) in (38),




c2 1
c3 T
þ 2
> 0:
1 ¼ 0 þ E0
1
c2 1 þ c3 0
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Again using the KKT theorem, this implies that the
inequality of (17) becomes an equality, i.e.,
a  ð0 þ 1 Þ ¼ g1 ð
xÞ ¼ 0:

ð45Þ

So, now we can reformulate our problem as follows:
minimize
subjectto

fð
xÞ
hð
xÞ ¼ 0
xÞ ¼ 0
g1 ð
g2 ð
xÞ ¼ 0:

However, for typical practical scenarios, it is possible to
make certain useful approximations and simplify this
equation. Note that, from (46), a ¼ 0 þ 1 . But, in typical
practical scenarios, we would expect the number of type
0 nodes in each cluster (0 =1 ) to be much larger than 1. In
other words, 0 >> 1 and, hence,
a  1  a
0  a:

We have three equations and four unknowns. So, we
eliminate the three variables 0 , E1 , and E0 from the cost
function. Thus, we obtain fð
xÞ as a function of a single
variable 1 .
From (4) and (6)
!
1
1
:
ð46Þ
a ¼  2 2  log
0 pr
ð0 rÞ2

0 ¼ a  1 :

ð47Þ

xÞ ¼ 0 using (44),
Since g2 ð

where c is given by:
c¼

ð48Þ

Since hð
xÞ ¼ 0 using (16),
  r2 1
0
c0 þ c1 e 1 1 r2
1e
  A;
E0 ¼ E1 @
c2 þ c3 01

ð49Þ

fð1 Þ ¼að0 þ T ðc0 þ c3 ÞÞ
þ ðT ðc2  c0  c3 Þ þ ð1  0 ÞÞ1
2

e1 r
þ T c1 ða  1 Þ
:
ð1  e1 r2 Þ

¼



2
e1 r
ða  1 Þr2
1
þ
:
ð1  e1 r2 Þ
ð1  e1 r2 Þ

ð50Þ

ð51Þ

An exact solution for 1 can be obtained by solving the
above equation numerically. To confirm that the solution of
(51) is indeed a local minimum of (50), we verify that:
2

d2
2T c1 r2 e1 r
ðfð1 ÞÞ ¼
þ
2
2
d1
ð1  e1 r2 Þ
2 2 1 r2

T c1 ða  1 Þðr Þ e

ð1  e1

r2

H k  Ef  l  rk
ð1  0 Þ
:
þ
T ðl þ rk þ lÞ
2l þ rk

Since the distance of the nodes from the aircraft H is much
larger than the distance r, we ignore the rk terms in the
numerator. Over large distances, the propagation loss term
also dominates over l. We also use the fact that the energy
spent on long range transmissions (E1t ) is much higher than
the energy spent on computations (Ef ) as noted in [15].
Hence, we obtain,
Hk
ð1  0 Þ
þ
2l= þ rk T ð2l= þ rk Þ


1
ð1  0 Þ
k
:
¼
H
þ
2l= þ rk
T 

c

The local extremum (minimum or maximum) of fð:Þ is
attained when df=d1 ¼ 0.
c2  c0  c3 ð1  0 Þ
þ
T c1
c1

c2  c0  c3 ð1  0 Þ
þ
:
T c1
c1

Using (9),
c¼

0
:
1

ð52Þ

With this approximation (51) can be simplified to a
2
quadratic in t ¼ e1 r .


c2  c0  c3 ð1  0 Þ
t
ar2
1þ
þ
¼c¼
T c1
ð1  tÞ
c1
ð1  tÞ
ð53Þ
) ðc þ 1Þt2  ð2c þ 1 þ ar2 Þt þ c ¼ 0;

Since g1 ð
xÞ ¼ 0 using (45),

E1 ¼ c2 T þ c3 T

13

2

ð1 þ e1 r Þ

3

Þ

> 0 for 1 2 ð0; a:
The above also implies that fð1 Þ is convex on ð0; a and
hence the local minimum is also the global minimum. Note
that 1 is constrained to ð0; a because of (46).

ð54Þ

Finally, we note that since H k >> l þ rk , we obtain
c >> 1. Using these facts, (53) becomes


ar2
t þ 1 ¼ 0:
ð55Þ
t2  2 þ
c
The only feasible (t < 1) solution to the above equation is:
2
31
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 s
2
2
2
ar
ar
t¼4 1þ
þ
1þ
 15
c
c
2

Since t ¼ e1 r ,
0
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s
 

2
2 2
1
ar
ar
log @1 þ
þ
1þ
1 ¼
 1A
r2
c
c
0
1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
s
 

2
2 2
1

r

r
0
0
log @1 þ
¼
þ
1þ
 1A:
r2
c
c

ð56Þ

ð57Þ

Furthermore, if rk >> l, i.e., if the energy spent in the
RF power amplifiers dominates over the energy spent in the
transmitter electronics circuitry over a range of r using (54),
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1
ð1  0 Þ
Hk þ
rk
T 
k
H
> k :
r



c

Also, since a satisfies (46), we eliminate a to obtain

 



ar2
1
1
k
<
:
r log
ð0 2 Þr2
c
H k 0 2 p
As already noted, we are interested in the scenarios for
which r << 1. Note that
lim rk log

r!0

1
¼ 0:
r2

Hence, for sufficiently small r


ar2
<< 1:
c
Note that H is fixed and we are looking at the scenario in
which the nodes have very small sensing/coverage radius
r. Then, a first order approximation for 1 in (56) can be
obtained as follows:

 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2 !
 
1
ar2
2ar
þ
log
1þ
1 
r2
c
c
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ!
 
1
2ar2
log 1 þ

2
r
c
 rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2
1
2ar

r2
c
k2 pﬃﬃﬃ
r2 a
¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



k þ ð1 0 Þ
H
T 
4
k2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 2 0
¼ rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ð58Þ

:

k þ ð1 0 Þ
H
T 
4
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